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ABSTRACT large processing delay and computational complexity. As
an alternative in terms of cost-distortion trade-off, joint

This paper considers to minimize the overall input-output sourc anne ing wl povidtoption ,

distortion for wireless systems with analog inputs through . . ... '
joint source-channel coding. Taking a mixed analog-digital especially in multiple access wireless systems over multi-

perspective, the source-aware non-uniform data transmis- path fading channels [1].
sio schemes are proposed by exploiting the non-uniformity

In literature, joint source-channel coding has been stud-
sion schemes are proposed by exploiting the non-uniformity ie fro difrn anls In [2,otmlbnrne
in both channel coding and modulation design. Effect of ... .. 2

channel coding is discussed and extension to systems with assignment for minimum input-output distortion, named
pseudo-Gray coding, was discussed. With no specifica-

space-time diversity is also presented. Simulation results
p.W .yreprovidedtillustrateheproposedapprohtions on the modulation schemes, a general, locally op-

are p i tisth rtimal index assignment solution was provided based on
binary switching. On the other hand, assuming source in-

1. INTRODUCTION dex assignment has been done, modulation (index map-
ping) schemes that can achieve unequal error protection

Given a source with rate R bits/second and a channel with have also been proposed, see [3], [4] and [5] for exam-
capacity C bits/second, Shannon's well known channel ple. In [3], a multi-resolution framework was proposed for
capacity theorem says that if R < C, then there exists broadcasting of digital HDTV, in which bits are grouped
a combination of source and channel coders such that the into clouds of difference significance levels and transmit-
source can be communicated over the channel with fidelity ted with different levels of protection through asymmet-
arbitrarily close to perfect. This theorem essentially im- ric constellations. In [4] and [5], unequal error protec-
plies that the source coding and channel coding are fun- tion coding schemes was proposed for both symmetric
damentally separable without loss of performance for the and asymmetric constellations based on block partition-
overall system. ing, which provided a refined multi-resolution transmis-

Following the "separation principle", in most modern sion scheme.
communication systems, source coding and channel cod- In this paper, taking a mixed analog-digital perspec-
ing are treated independently. In other words, source rep- tive, we consider joint optimization of source index as-
resentation is designed disjointly from information trans- signment and index mapping for different constellations.
mission. After A/D conversion of analog source signals, We aim to minimize the overall input-output distortion by
the bit streams are then uniformly encoded and mapped exploiting the non-uniformity in both source coding and
to symbols prior to transmission, uniform bit-error-rate modulation design. First, we derive the general optimiza-
(BER) has been serving as one of the most commonly used tion criterion; Secondly, we analyze the non-uniformity
performance measures. Majority of the research on digi- in constellation design, both symmetric and asymmetric;
tal communications has been focused on minimizing the Thirdly, source-aware non-uniform transmission is stud-
BER. ied for both symmetric and asymmetric constellations, to-

When the original transmitter input and the ultimate gether with the effect of channel coding on index map-
receiver output are all analog signals, it is essential to ping. Moreover, extension to systems with space-time di-
minimize the overall system distortion, not only the BER. versity is also presented. Simulation results are provided
However, a communication system that minimize the BER to illustrate the proposed approaches.
does not necessarily minimize the overall input-output dis-
tortion. 2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

On the other hand, relying on the asymptotic equipar-
tition theorem, to achieve vanishingly small transmission Consider a digital communication system with analog in-
error under the separation principle requires arbitrarily put, as shown in Fig. 1. Let Xk be the discrete-time analog
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input vector resulted from uniform sampling of a contin- When the quantizer satisfies the centroid condition, E{nq }
uous signal x(t). Xk is first fed into a quantizer Q, which 0. Note that the quantization noise and the channel noise

are independent,

sIndex MSBs Source-aware > Tx H = (7)X"Qantzer k)Assignment I Channel Tx , q
Q LSB Encoding Teeoe

AWGN
Channel Do E{ fnq 2 } + E{ fnc 2 }

Inverse Index MSBs 3-- x-' 2 Y 2 8Yk Assignment e Channel ° EtXk YkO } +EJLlYk Yk-1 :DecodingLSBs ! - _ When the quantizer is optimal, the distortion due to quan-

tization error is minimized. Minimization of Do thus re-
Fig. 1. System Model duces to minimizing the distortion only due to the channel

noise
is a mapping of n-dimensional Euclidean space R to a D =E{d(yk, Yk)}. (9)
finite set P c R , given by In this paper, we focus on joint source index assignment

Q Rn __p (1) and constellation codeword design, as well as non-uniform
source-aware information transmission for minimum dis-

where P {P=0po,Fi, PM1} with Pi C Rn for 0 < tortion.
i < M-1. WeassumethatthesizeofPis IPI = M
2', where m is a positive integer. Let 3. JOINT SOURCE INDEX ASSIGNMENT AND

Yk = Q(xk) (2) CONSTELLATION CODE DESIGN

denote the quantization value of Xk. Yk is coded into To minimize the distortion
a binary sequence through an index assignment function
w, and is then fed into a source-aware digital channel en- D E{ Yk Yk }, (10)
coder and a modulator, where most significant bits (MSB) write Yk as
and least significant bits (LSB) will be treated accordingly. Yk Yk + ek (11)
When the input signals are analog, the optimal communi-
cation system design corresponds to joint source-channel where Yk, Yk C P {PF,P1 PM-1}, and ek is the
coding such that the averaged input-output distortion estimation error. For 0 <i < M - 1, define

Do=E{d(xk,yk)} (3) {i=tP. -PE, 0 < j< M-1} (12)

is minimized, where d: Rn x Rn - R is a non-negative It then follows that
function that measures the distance between two vectors D EfilYk - Yk 2}
in Rn. M-1 M-1

Consider the widely used mean-square distortion func- = YEE ~Pi 2p(y Pi)p(Sk=Pj-Yk=Pi)
tion i=o j=o

d(x,y) = IlX-y 2 (4) M-1
In this case, the optimal quantizer satisfies the well-known E P(Yk =Pi) E p(ek) ek 2 (13)
nearest neighbor and centroid conditions [2, 6], then the i=O ek Ei
overall distortion Do can be decomposed into two parts, Here p(x) denote the probability that x occurs.
namely, the distortion due to quantization noise, and the For efficient transmission, each quantizer output Yk is
distortion due to channel noise [7], denoted as nq and nC, first coded to a binary sequence then mapped to a sym-
respectively. That is, bol in a constellation Q. When the signal-to-noise ratio

Xk - Yk = (xk -Yk) + (Yk - Yk) (SNR) is reasonably high, as it is for most useful commu-
-lv- nication systems, each transmitted symbol is more likely

nq n, to be mistaken for one of its neighbors than for far more
(5) distant symbols. Therefore, to minimize the distortion D,

It then follows that the optimal index assignment and constellation codeword
E{XkykA2} design should map the neighboring quantization vectors

Do = EtIxkYk } H ~~~~~~toneighboring symbols in the constellation, more specifi-
- E{(nq + nc)(nq + nc)H} cally, the optimal 1-1 mapping S: P -÷ Q from the quan-
- E{ flnq 2} + E{ lnc l2} + E{nqncH} + E{nCnq }. tization codebook P to the constellation Q should satisfy

(6) the following condition:
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(C1) Let Pi, Pj, Pi, Pj C P, then d(Pi, Pj) < d(Pi, Pj)
if and only if d(S(Pi), S(Pj)) < d(S(P ), S(Pj)) d(S(Po),S(Pi))=d(S(P4),S(P5)) mil d(x,X2),

X1 ,X2 eQ

That is, ideally, an isomorphic geometric structure should (15)
exist between the quantization codebook P and the con- and
stellation Q. When the quantizer is optimal, and the con- d(S(Pi), S(P14)) > max {d(S(Pi), S(Pj))}, i, j :A 0, 1, 14, 15.
stellation is Gray coded, condition (C1) ensures the equiv- ,R (16)
alence between minimizing the BER and minimizing the Without loss of generality, assume S(Po) = A41, S(P15) =
overall distortion D. A14, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Now consider the pair PI

Next we look at the necessary conditions for the exis- and P14. For (15) to be satisfied,, PI and P14 should be
tence of S that satisfies (C1). First, assume that the size mapped to the nearest neighbors of Po and P15 respec-
of the constellation IQ P M, and then look at the tively. Without loss of generality, assume S(P1) = A42.
case when Q < M. Since d(A42, A13) > d(A42, A24), we have S(P14) =

A13. However, this violates (16) since d(A42,A13) <

(A) IQI = lPl d(All, A44).
On the other hand, to satisfy (16), PI and P14 should

We start with systems equipped with scalar quantizers and be mapped to the pair All and A44. Clearly, this violates
two-dimensional constellations. Consider a system with (15). Therefore, an S that satisfies (C1) does not exist.

a 4-bit uniform scalar quantizer and a 16-QAM constella- More generally, we have:
tion, see Fig. 2(b). Since P = {P0, P1,... P15} C R, Lemma 1 For systems utilizing scalarquantizerwith code-
without loss of generality, assume Po <P1 < ... <P15. book P and a symmetric (two-dimensional) rectangular
As can be seen, each Pi has at most two nearest neigh- or square constellation Q with Q P 2m, m > 1,
bors, but a symbol in a 16QAM constellation can have as there is no 1-1 mapping S: P -) Q that satisfies (C]).
many as 4 nearest neighbors. It is then impossible to find
an S that maps all the nearest neighbors in P to the nearest This result implies that: To achieve simultaneously the
neighbors in Q. minimization ofBER and distortion D, the dimensional-

ity of the constellation should match that of the quan-
tizer For example, two-dimensional constellation such

Po P, ........................... P14 P15 as QAM would be a natural choice for two-dimensional
vector quantizers. For multidimensional vector quantiz-
ers, multidimensional constellations would fit best.

A11 A12 A13 A14 (B)II P
P14 P15

A21 ". A22 A23 A24 In the case when Q < P, one solution is to partition
* \.. * veach quantization value into two parts, namely coarse in-

formation and fine information, and then map them to the
constellation separately.

A31 A32 A33 A34

Po P1 P2 P3

A41 A W A43 'A44 POO P01 P02 P03 P10 P11 P12 P13 P20 P21 P22 P23 P30 P31 P32 P33
pO P1

(b) 16-QAM Fig. 3. Partition of the quantized values.

Fig. 2. Mapping of quantized values to the 16-QAM con- To illustrate the idea, consider the case where the quan-
stellation. tizer is one dimensional with P = 16 and Q is the QPSK

constellation. The quantized value Yk is the sum of the
In fact, given the symmetric 16-QAM constellation as coarse information Xk and the fine information zk

shown in Fig. 2(b), assuming there is an S : P -) X that
satisfies (Cl), we should have yk Xkx, Zk, (17)

d(S() rS(Pl)) mae d(l: t ) 14) where Xk C {Po,P1,P2,P3} and Zk C {3ij P=Pi-
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The distortion D is given by 8-PSK: b b,b
0110

D1= E{llyk-Ykll2} T ' t sooo0100
EEiXk-Xk Zk2+ EtiZ-Zk 112 +

E{(Xk -X1k)(Zk -Zk) }+ E{(xk -Xk)*(Zk -Zk)}

,"100

When the quantizer is optimal, the last two terms are zero d4oi
following the centroid condition. Hence, d >

D E{iXkX-kll2}+ E{fiZk-Zk12} (a) 8-PSK

DI1+ D2. (19) ---QAM
.000 00101,000 1ioi

Minimizing D is equivalent to minimizing DI + D2. As
'0001 00111 '1001 1011/

DI, D2 > 0, it is then equivalent to minimizing DI and ^ -*---
D2 independently. di

The major drawback with this approach is that no dis- ---------

tinction has been made between the coarse information - i 0110 1100 11j0
and the fine information, and the more significant bits and '0101 01.11" 1101 1111)
less significant bits are treated uniformly. The universal -------

existence of non-uniformity in source coding, however, (b) 16-QAM
calls for non-uniform information transmission which pro-
vides more protection to more significant bits. Fig. 4. Asymmetric constellations, d1 > d2.

4. NON-UNIFORM INFORMATION
TRANSMISSION The idea is shown through the analysis of the BER

performance of the Gray coded 8-PSK and 16-QAM con-
4.1. Non-Uniformity in Constellation Design stellations.

Non-uniformity exists in most constellations except BPSK In Gray coded 8-PSK constellations, each codeword
and QPSK, either they are asymmetric or even if they are has the form bob1 b2, the error probabilities for different
perfectly symmetric. bits are distinct. The result in [10] shows that, approx-

Asymmetric constellations, see Fig. 4 for example, imately, Pe(b0) = Pe(bl) = FeP(b2). Here Pe stands
were originally designed for multiresolution (MR) broad- for error probability. Similarly, for Gray coded 16-QAM
cast in Digital HDTV [3, 9], and further analyzed in [5]. constellations, each codeword has the form bob1 b2b3 and
The asymmetric constellations were designed to provide Pe(b0) = Pe(b2) = 'Pe(bl) = 'Pe(b3) [12]. The
more protection to the more significant bits, by forcing proposed scheme hence maps the MSBs to the bit loca-
the distance between the nearest neighbors corresponding tions with lower error probability in the constellations,
to the most significant bits (MSBs) to be much larger than e.g., bob, in 8-PSK and bob2 in 16-QAM, and maps the
that corresponding to the less significant bits (LSBs). LSBs to the rest positions. Examples on the proposed

For symmetric constellations, an unequal error protec- schemes will be shown in Section 5.
tion scheme based on block partitioning is provided in [4],
which is a generalization of the Ungerboeck's mapping by 4 2
set partitioning. With block partitioning, the number of
nearest neighbors is minimized for each bit level bi. It A. Time Domain Channel Coding
turns out that the constellations based on block partition- In source-ware channel coding, for unequal error protec-
ing coincide with that of the MR scheme with d1 = d2. It tion, it is preferable to code the MSBs and LSBs sepa-
is shown that block partitioning may no longer result in a rately, as shown in Fig. 5.
Gray code.

As is well known, Gray codes are developed to mini-
mize the bit-error-rate, in which the nearest neighbors cor- Xk Quantizer Yk Index ME

In ~~~~~~~Assignment :-__7respond to bit groups that differ by only one position. Channel
this paper, we revisit the non-uniformity in constellations LSBs Encoder2 - o
with Gray codes, and propose to map the more significant
bits from the source encoder to bit locations with lower Fig. 5. Unequal error protection by separate encoding of
error probability in Gray coded constellations. MSBs and LSBs.
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then mapped to both symmetric and asymmetric 16-QAM
constellations based on the proposed scheme which stays

time t time t+T with Gray code. In each 4-bit sub-string, the two MSBs
Txl s1 -S* are mapped to bo and b2 while the two LSBs are mapped to
Tx2 s2 s b1 and b3. The performances are compared to the scheme

of uniform mapping, where no distinction is made on MSBs
and LSBs, and the strings are mapped to the Gray coded

We will observe that Gray coded constellations deliver constellation based on their original bit arrangements. It
much better results than their non-Gray coded counter- can be seen that non-uniform schemes deliver better per-
parts in minimizing the overall distortion, due to the fact formance than the uniform scheme in minimizing the input-
that when channel coding is involved, BER plays the dom- output distortion, and the asymmetric constellations out-
inant role in distortion minimization, and Gray code min- perform the symmetric constellations.
imizes BER when channel error probability is sufficiently
small.
B. Space-Time Diversity 30

Compared with time-domain channel coding, space-time 28
diversity provides much more flexibility in source-aware
non-uniform system design. 26

Consider the two-branch Alamouti scheme. We pro-
pose to achieve unequal error protection by transmitting 2
the MSBs and LSBs using "different" constellations. Take 22
a 6-bit quantizer as an example, each quantization value - X

7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- - Random index assignment, Gray code, d2/dl=l
can be represented as bo b, b2 b3 b4 b5, where bo is the MSB 20 Proposed mapping, Gray code, d2/dl=1

and b5 is the LSB. Divide them into two groups bob, and Proposed mapping, Gray code, d2/d1=0.8
b2b3b4b5,map bob, to a 4-QAM symbol si, and map b2b3b4b5 2 Symbo SNR 8 10

to a 16-QAM symbol s2, the two symbols are then trans-
mitted through two transmitter antenna Txl and Tx2 re- Fig. 6. Example 1: Performance comparison of different
spectively as shown in Table 1. schemes in uncoded systems.

The proposed scheme can easily be generalized to achieve
multilevel unequal error protection by using multiple con-
stellations, either symmetric or asymmetric, and if neces- Example 2: Systems with Channel Coding In this ex-
sary, multiple transmit antennas. ample, we assume a 10-bit uniform quantizer is connected

with a source-aware channel encoder, for which the first 4
MSBs are fed to a rate 1/3 convolutional encoder and the
rest 6 bits are fed to a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder. The

In this section, simulation examples are provided to illus channel coding output are then mapped to 16-QAM con-

trate the proposed approaches. Throughout the simula- stellations non-uniformly based on the block partitioning
tions, additive Gaussian channels are assumed and input- approach and the proposed mapping scheme. 3-bit soft-
output MSE decision decoding algorithm is used at the receiver. It is

shown that the proposed mapping with Gray coded sym-
1 N metric constellation presents the best performance. The

MSE N E Xk-Yk 2 (20) reason for the degradation in asymmetric case is that the
=1 "squeezed" d2 causes degradation in the soft-decision al-

is taken as the performance measurement and evaluated gorithm, hence degrade the BER of the LSBs. When the

at different SNR levels. Here N is the total number of SNR is high, the error probability of the LSBs dominates
quantized symbols. the overall distortion.

Example 1: Uncoded Systems - No Channel Coding Example 3: Systems with Space-Time Diversity This
Involved In this example, the source is assumed to be example evaluates the performance of source-aware non-
analog with the amplitude uniformly distributed within uniform systems equipped with space-time diversity. As-
[0,100], and the quantizer is chosen to be the uniform 12- sume a 6-bit uniform quantizer, where each quantization
bit quantizer. We consider the performances of various value is represented as bob, ... b6. Here we compare two
16-QAM constellations, both symmetric and asymmetric, different mapping schemes: (i) Map b0b1 to s1 using QPSK
First, each 12-bit quantization output b0b1 . b11 is parti- constellation and map b2b3b4b5 to s2 to symmetric Gray
tioned into three 4-bit strings: coded 16-QAM based on the ..approach; (ii) Map both

b0b1b4 and b2b3b5 to symmetric 8-PSK constellations. si, s2
b0b1b6b7, b2b3b8b9, b4b5b10b11, are transmitted through two transmit antennas according
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15 30
Scheme using two 8-PSK constellations

l 2MSBs-QPSK and 4LSBs-16QAM

5 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
O X 20-

-20 1 'N--15-
10

-20-

- Block partitioning, Non-Gray, d2Id =0.8

Block partitioning, Non-Gray, d21d=1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

-30 - A-Proposed mapping, Gray code, d2/d1=0.8 EbINt(dB)
Proposed mapping, Gray code, d/d1=1 ± (

-35_ i i i l l l (a) One receive antenna-351
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Symbol SNR (dB)

3C
3Scheme using two 8-PSK constellations

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of different schemes in 2MSBs-QPSK and 4LSBs- 1JQAM
Convolutional coding systems. 25X

20

to the Alamouti scheme [13], please refer to Table 4.2.
The energy per bit is fixed for both schemes hence the 15

comparison is performed under the same energy and band-
width constraints. MSE performances against Eb/No with 10
one and two receive antenna(s) are presented in Fig. 8. As
can be seen, although non-uniform mapping is utilized in 0 2 4 6 8 10
both schemes, the one with two different constellations b N0(dB)
outperforms the scheme with a constellation by large mar- (b) Two receive antennas
gins.

Fig. 8. Combination of non-uniform mapping with space-

6. CONCLUSIONS time diversity.

In this paper,we studied joint optimization of source index [5] R. H. Morelos-Zaragoza, M. P. C. Fossorier, S. Lin, and H. Imai, "Multilevel
assignment and index mapping for overall input-output coded modulation for unequal error protection and multistage decoding. ii.

distortion minimizations in digital wireless systems with asymmetric constellations," IEEE Trans. Commun., vol. 48, pp. 774-786,
May 2000.

analog inputs. It turns out while systems which mini-
mizes the BER does not necessarily minimize the input- [6] K. Zeger and A. Gersho, "Vector quantization design for memoryless noisy

channels," in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Commun., Philadelphia, PA, Jun 1988,
output distortion, non-uniform mapping to constellation pp. 1593-1597.
with Gray codes plays a dominant role in source-aware [7] D. G. Messerschmitt, "Accumulation of distortion in tandem communication
non-uniform information transmission. By allowing the links," IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-25, pp. 692-698, Nov 1979.
MSBs and LSBs be mapped to different constellations, [8] G. D. Forney and Lee-Fang Wei, "Multidimensional constellations - Part I:
further non-uniformity is introduced, the resulting perfor- Introduction, figures of merit, and generalized cross constellations," IEEE

mance improvement reveals another possible dimension Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. 7, pp. 877-892, Aug 1989.
in distortion minimization. [9] T. M. Cover, "Broadcast channels," IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-18,

pp. 2-14, Jan 1972.
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